
 

Masturbation Accessories 

Cobra Libre V2 - Fun Factory  FN551  $161.40 
The COBRA LIBRE II is the sex toy made for the head of the penis! This massager sur-
rounds the tip of the penis with its soft, velvety interior made of medical-grade silicone. 
From gentle to powerful, the two motors deliver thrilling vibrations to the most 
sensitive part of the penis, the head. COBRA LIBRE doesn't need to be 
moved back and forth by hand  

AVAILABLE OPTIONS 
Black/Black - Black/Red  

TENGA Deep Throat Cup Regular & Ultra TN101, 111 
$13.65, $19.90 
Tenga Standard Deep Throat Cup delivers an amazing sucking sensation! 
The unique pinched-in shape helps to achieve an unparalleled tightness. 
Combines with a ‘slurping’ sound and vibration to create the feeling of a deep 
throat experience.   

TENGA Soft-Tube Cup Regular & Ultra  TN102, 112 
$13.65, $19.90 
Tenga Standard Soft-Tube Cup gives you complete control over the tightening sensation. 
Feeling that suits you, controlled by how tightly or how lightly you grip the cup. 
And when you’re done, just 'squeeze out.' Disposable.  

TENGA Rolling Head Standard  TN103  $16.10 
Tenga Standard Rolling Head Cup. A sensual sensation like never seen before! Rolling 
Head Cup features a moveable shaft, giving a range of stimuli to the penis 
head, including back-and-forth, right-and-left and rolling movements. 
Disposable.   

TENGA Double-Hole Cup Regular & Ultra  TN104, TN114 
$20.95, $24.60 
Tenga Standard Double-Hole Cup has two holes that allow you to enjoy different types of 
sensual sensations: anal and vaginal. Using both sides simultaneously 
transports you to the virtual world of a threesome. Disposable.   



 

TENGA Air Cushion Cup Regular  TN105  $19.25 
Tenga Standard Air Cushion Cup is the world’s first onanism cup to adopt an air-cushion 
mechanism without relying on the elasticity of sponge or urethane materials. Cushion Cup 
creates the feeling of the traditional missionary position.   

TENGA EGG - Regular Strength  $10.65 
Not just masturbation holes, but masterpieces of pleasure! Disposable, discreet travel 
companions. Stretches and moves as you please, creating a variety of sensations! Wavy has 
a continuous wave motion to shake your pleasure. 

Available Options: 

Wavy - Clicker - Spider - Twister - Stepper - Silky  

TENGA EGG - Hard Boiled Series  $10.65 
Hard Boiled Tenga Eggs feature a firmer elastomer sleeve - producing a greater feeling of 
tightness, while every ridge or swirl is amplified from the Original Tenga Egg.  

Available Options 
Thunder - Crater - Misty - Cloudy - Shiny - Surfer 

TENGA FLIP HOLE WHITE  TN300  $113.90 
Flip open FLIP HOLE for easy lube application and cleaning! You control the intensity and 
pressure. The most technically advanced toy on the market today. Includes 3 
types of lubricants (Mild, Real, and Wild). FLIP HOLE is reusable. EcoF.  

TENGA FLIP HOLE BLACK  TN310  $113.90 
Flip open the FLIP HOLE BLACK for easy lube application and cleaning! Dynamic 
stimulation from a tighter, firmer design!  The accentuated three-dimensional details 
rhythmically arouse.  Pioneering molding technology give life to “Double-Layered” details.  

https://www.filthydirty.com/tenga-eggs.html


 

TENGA FLIP HOLE SILVER  TN305  $113.90 
A strong squeeze is delivered from the firm passage of edges. The firm elastomer provides 
a rebounding sensation from its walls. Envelop yourself in a maze of planes and edges for 
a strong, smooth sensation.  

TENGA FLIP HOLE RED  TN315  $113.90 
Delicate details entangle you for a whole new sensation! Densely packed protrusions brush 
along as they entangle you. A stream of smoothly formed ribs gently tickle your glans. Ribs 
aligned in a fan-shape sector amplify the stimulation  

Spiral - TENGA 3D  TN400  $53.65 
A form created from winding hexagonal plates. Both the varying sensations of the spiral 
form and the detailed ribs of each step of the walls combine to provide two separate stimuli 
catering to those adherent to both hard and soft sensations.  

Module - TENGA 3D  TN405  $53.65 
Randomly elevated blocks adorn the walls of this object. The protruding blocks rub along 
you for a firm sensation, while the receded blocks cling onto you accentuating the tone. The 
blocks cascade in a contrasting flurry of stimulation providing a strong sensation with a solid 
finish.  

Zen - TENGA 3D  TN410  $53.65 
Fine ribs are engraved around its surface. The delicate flows that climb these walls combine 
to create an intertwining sensation. Envelop yourself with this smooth stroking stimulus. A 
must-have for those who seek a gentle sensation. 

Polygon - TENGA 3D  TN415  $53.65 
Multiple randomly constructed triangles embellish its surface. Discover the firm constriction 
and accentuated stimulus that is hidden within the slippery glide of the polygonal faces and 
unexpectedly strong edges for a transcendental experience you have never felt before. 

Pile - TENGA 3D  TN420  $53.65 
Gently stacked triangular protrusions form its structure. With tightly packed triangles bearing 
a soft sensation at the base and a distinct rippling stimulus as they space out at the tip. The 
varying sensations brought around by this gradient of stimulation harmonizes both soft and 
hard sensations.  


